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	 Ethernet Cable
	 USB Cable
	 Video Cable
	 RF Cable
	 Circular Cable
	 SATA Cable
	 Crimp Connector Wire Harness
	 LVDS Cable
	 FFC (Flexible Flat Cable)
	 Power Cable
	 Camera Link Cable
	 OBD2 Cable





	 Connector Solution	 　Flash Memory Socket	 CF Express Socket
	 CFast [CompactFast] Socket
	 CF [CompactFlash] Socket
	 Micro SD Card Socket
	 SD Card Socket
	 Smart Card Socket



	 　PCB Card Socket	 M.2 (NGFF) Connector
	 Mini PCI Express Socket
	 Mini PCI Socket
	 MXM Connector
	 SO DIMM Socket
	 SIM Card Socket



	 　I/O Connector	 SPE Connector
	 USB Connector
	 HDMI Connector
	 RJ45 Jack
	 SFP／QSFP Connector
	 OBD2 Connector



	 　Circular Connector	 M Series Connector
	 Plastic A／B／C／D Size
	 Sealed I/O



	 　Power Connector	 Spring Loaded Pogo Pins & Connectors
	 Battery Connector



	 　Board to Board	 FPC Connector



	 　Micro Coaxial RF
	 Waterproof Connectors	 All-Plastic Connectors
	 M Series Connector
	 Pogo Pin
	 RJ45 Jack
	 USB Connectors
	 Sealed I/O Connector
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	Pogo Pin Connectors
Flexible Applications Across Devices
Boost Connections with Robust, Magnetic, Waterproof Tech
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	M.2 NGFF Connectors
AI Inference at Rugged Edge
High-speed, Dependable Data Processing in Harsh Industrial Environments
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	Next-Gen MXM Connectors
Revolutionizing Gaming & AI Tech
Maximize Efficiency & Performance in Compact Designs
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	DDR5 SODIMM Socket
Redefining Next-Gen. Memory
Expand Your Horizons with Unprecedented Memory Expansion
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	Machine Vision Cable
Smooth, Premium connections
Achieve Unmatched Quality in Image Processing and Data Transmission
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	Dual Nano SIM Socket 
Push-Push Tray for Easy Use
Enhance with Vibration Resistance and Superior Signal Performance
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Industrial
 In today's advanced industrial setting, marked by automation, digital transformation, and intricate system integration, the role of reliable connectors is ever more pivotal. ATTEND introduces a comprehensive solution that ensures seamless communication and facilitates streamlined operations. This approach optimizes the performance and enhances the efficiency of sophisticated machinery and integrated systems, affirming its position as an indispensable partner in the industry.
 Read More
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Networking
 In the complex realm of networking, where devices such as gateways and routers drive seamless data transmission and scalability, the significance of dependable connectors is heightened. ATTEND's connector solution not only ensures efficient communication within data centers and enterprise systems but also optimizes the performance of pivotal devices, reinforcing scalability and sustained peak performance in our interconnected digital landscape.
 Read More
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Transportation
 In the advanced realm of transportation technology, the integration of systems highlights the need for reliable connectors. To address this challenge, ATTEND offers comprehensive connector solutions, ensuring flawless integration across both terrestrial and marine domains. Covering a range of commercial transport, from freight trucks to city buses and specialized machinery, these connectors stand out due to their precision and versatility, fully reflecting a commitment to exceptional quality.
 Read More
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Consumer
 In the dynamic sphere of consumer electronics, where innovation is key, ATTEND's connectors enhance device functionality and durability. Known for their vibration resistance and waterproof features, these connectors add flexibility and reliability to applications in VR, XR, and smart homes. They ensure mobile and wearable technologies not only withstand daily use but also support seamless integration in increasingly smart, connected home environments.
 Read More
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Medical
 ATTEND's connectors for medical devices, known for their durability and reliability, meet the demand for portable, lightweight equipment in patient care. These connectors feature hybrid configurations that integrate data, power, and fluids into a high-density cable/connector for adaptable connectivity. Crucial for efficient medical device operation, they demonstrate a commitment to quality and precision, important in advancing medical technology and enhancing patient care.
 Read More
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  ABOUT ATTEND
Since 2002, ATTEND: Your Trusted Source 
for Superior Quality.

 ATTEND, based in Taiwan, has been dedicated to delivering comprehensive connectivity solutions to customers worldwide. Our product line includes a wide range of connectors and cables, such as memory card sockets, PCB card sockets, I/O connectors, and cable assemblies. Our products find applications across diverse sectors, including industrial, networking, transportation and consumer electronics. By actively engaging with our client's businesses, we offer innovative connectivity solutions that empower them to develop cutting-edge products and maintain a competitive edge.
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Quality
 Commitment to exceptional quality, implemented through rigorous checkpoints and careful vendor selections, ensures a significant competitive edge in the tech industry.
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Customization
 In aligning tailored solutions with the diverse and evolving needs across various industry sectors, ATTEND actively collaborates to transform innovative ideas into reality.
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Service
 Our team delivers distinctive connector and custom cable solutions, specifically designed to cater to the diverse needs of our clients across various industries.
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Connect
 With global extensive marketing and distribution channel relationships, our sales & technical team support you anywhere in the world.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
+886-2-26987028
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SERVICE EMAIL
info@attend.com.tw
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